
THEIA





Theia was a Titan goddess, more commonly referred 

to as the goddess of shining elements. She was 

associated with shining metals, shining jewels or 

shining light.

This book combines our spellbinding light reflecting 

embosses that promise to lighten up any room, full 

of gorgeous textures and two powerful lead 

designs.

THEIA



Theia Geo

106593 Theia Geo Blush

106595 Theia Geo Silver 106594 Theia Geo Duck Egg 106596 Theia Geo Mist

106597 Theia Geo
American Gold

We’ve brought new life into our 

light reflecting stria by pairing 

with the super trendy abstract 

geometric design. Available in a 

breath of classic and en vouge 

colourways you can really make 

a statement. Pair with a             

co-ordinating stria plain to 

capture all four walls! 



Theia Blossom

106598 Blossom Blush

106601 Theia Blossom Mist

106602 Theia Blossom
Cream

106600 Theia Blossom
Silver

106599 Theia Blossom 
Duck Egg

The cherry blossom wallpaper is a 

true evergreen design 

guaranteed to stand the test of 

time as trends come and go. This 

silhouette blossom sits on top of 

our silken stria emboss to give a 

stunning but subtle metallic finish. 

Go for all four walls or pair with a 

co-ordinating silken stria plain to 

perfectly finish our room. 



Silken Stria

32-907 Silken Stria White Shimmer

106603 Theia Stria 
Rose Gold

106457 Silken Stria 
Rose Gold

106456 Silken Stria 
Pale Gold

32-908 Silken Stria Cream

32-910 Silken Stria Mist

A shimmering stria with a 

silk effect semi plain 

design perfect to co-

ordinate with our lead 

designs such as Theia 

Geo or Blossom or use for 

all 4 walls 



Fur

106370 Fur Rose Gold 106371 Fur Silver

106458 Fur Pale Gold

Bring a touch of luxury to your walls. Fur 

brings together a Beautiful deep emboss 

and metallic inks together to provide a 

sophisticated and beautiful design. This 

design is perfect for all four walls



Moire

106459 Moire Silver 106460 Moire Pale Gold

106460 Moire Pale Gold

A new interpretation of the best-selling 

wood design style. This beautifully embossed 

paper really emulates the Woodgrain 

texture giving a luxurious imitation. Available 

in silver and pale gold 



32-886 Spring Blossom 32-901 Damask Cream Shimmer


